Abstract: In this note we discuss some aspects of the frame formulation of conformal higher spins in three dimensions. We give some exact formulae for the coupled spin twospin three part of the full higher spin theory and propose a star product Lagrangian for all spins from two and up. Since there is no consistent Lagrangian formulation based on the Poisson bracket we start the construction from the field equations in this approximation of the star product. The higher spin algebra is then realized in terms of classical variables which leads to certain important simplifications that we take advantage of. The suggested structure of the all-spin Lagrangian given here is, however, obtained using an expansion of the star product beyond the Poisson bracket in terms of multi-commutators and the Lagrangian should be viewed as a starting point for the derivation of the full theory based on a star product. How to do this is explained as well as how to include the coupling to scalar fields. We also comment on the AdS/CFT relation to four dimensions.
Introduction
Conformal symmetries in three dimensions play an important role in string theory and many condensed matter systems. Through the AdS/CFT correspondence we now believe that the M2-brane is described by a conformal matter theory that is coupled to a spin one Chern-Simons theory. In the condensed matter context much recent work has been devoted to studying strongly coupled phenomena by an AdS/CF T mapping of the system to an AdS gravitational theory which is weakly coupled and lives in one dimension higher then the conformal system in question. These latter considerations involve mostly conformal vector models which, if exhibiting higher spin symmetries and conserved currents, are mapped to Vasiliev-type higher spin (HS) theories on the gravity side, see for instance [1] which also contains results directly relevant for the discussion below. Particularly for AdS 4 /CF T 3 this has resulted in intriguing speculations about relations between bosonic and fermionic matter theories in three dimensions [2] [3] [4] [5] with features reminiscent of bosonization [6, 7] 1 .
Fields of all spins in Vasiliev-type AdS higher spin theories must be given specific boundary conditions in order to completely define the theory. This can be done using either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, or conditions that interpolate between them. For spin zero this was clear already in the early investigations of Breitenlohner and Freedman who found the ranges of masses where these could be implemented. The spin one case was discussed by Witten in [9] while for spin two the situation is a bit more subtle. However, a number of similar results have been obtained by Petkou and Leigh [10] , see also [11, 12] and references therein. For spin three and higher recent results by Giombi et al [13] (see also [14] [15] [16] ) indicate that Neumann boundary conditions are possible and even crucial in certain considerations. The importance of Neumann boundary conditions was also noted in [17] . The conformal duals of AdS gauge fields with Neumann boundary conditions contain gauged symmetries which play a central role in recent attempts to relate higher spin theories to string/M theory and ABJM/ABJ theories, as discussed in, e.g., [7] . This reasoning seems to indicate that conformal higher spin systems may be important in further studies of these connections. Such systems in three dimensions are special since they are based on Chern-Simons-type constructions and do not contain any degrees of freedom. It would be interesting to see if such higher spin theories can be coupled to matter systems that we normally connect to M2-branes, e.g., ABJM/ABJ and BLG theories. In fact, the spin two version of such constructions are available with some surprising features like an O(N ) vector-like generalization of the BLG model and a number of non-trivial background solutions appearing as a consequence of a new set of potential terms [18, 19] , see also [20] [21] [22] .
Here we study the coupled spin 2 -spin 3 conformal system in three dimensions and obtain an exact formulation thereof 2 . This theory is a higher derivative Chern-Simons type theory generalizing the well-known spin 2 case [23, 24] . For spin above two there are Vasiliev-type higher spin (star product) constructions of many interacting theories in AdS spaces but these methods seem hard to use in the conformal context, see for instance [1] 3 . Thus, we can not exploit these techniques in our case to obtain explicit expressions in terms of objects like curvatures etc.
In this note we obtain a formulation which is exact in the sense that all higher point interaction terms are kept intact and not truncated to only three or four point. There is, however, another simplifying feature build into our construction in that star products have been replaced by Poisson brackets. This can be viewed as a certain "classical limit" of the higher spin algebra based on the star product. The Poisson version of the three dimensional conformal higher spin theory was studied at the linear level by Blencowe [27] and by Pope and Townsend [23] . The Chern-Simons methods used in these papers was soon afterwards studied in the spin two case by Horne and Witten in [24] who analyzed this in full detail and gave a proper interpretation of symmetries etc. The star product version of the theory was discussed at the linear level in many papers, see, e.g., [28] (see also [29] [30] [31] [32] ). The coupling to matter fields, i.e. scalar and spinor fields, is intricate and requires unfolding as discussed at the linear level in, e.g., [1] . The complications of taking these constructions to the non-linear level is also mentioned there.
Here we advocate a different approach for obtaining the full non-linear structure of the conformal higher spin theory coupled to scalars. As explained below one can start from a solution of the zero field strength equations of the higher spin theory based on the Poisson bracket, construct the Lagrangian and then step by step introduce the star product and the couplings to scalar fields. This approach makes use of fully covariant (under the usual spin 2 symmetries in three dimensions) tensor equations at all stages.
The approach
The starting point for our exact treatment of the three-dimensional coupled conformal spin 2 -spin 3 system is the Poisson bracket realization of the higher spin algebra. We will closely follow the presentation of Pope and Townsend in [23] . The higher spin algebra contains generators G(a, b) = q α 1 ...q αa p β 1 ...p β b where the classical "phase space" variables q α and p β are bosonic SO(1, 2) spinors satisfying {q α , p β } P B = δ α β . This leads to the grading property
where the right hand side would in a quantized version, using a star product or other, of the algebra contain additional terms with lower grade (spin). The generators of the "classical" higher spin algebra are then gauged with the spin content of the corresponding gauge fields (generalizing the dreibein) given by s = the gauge field has an extra vector index. Denoting the generators G(a, b) with a given spin collectively as G( 1 2 (a + b)), this means for instance that the generators related to fields with spin 2 and spin 3, namely G(1) and G(2), satisfy {G(1), G(1)} P B = G(1) and {G(1), G(2)} P B = G(2) which provide the starting-point for our discussion below. Brackets like {G(2), G(2)} P B = G(3) and higher ones will only enter the discussion towards the end of the note when specific terms in the all-spin Lagrangian are discussed.
At this point we change the notation for the bracket and denote the Poisson bracket by [.., ..] and use [.., ..] * for the full structure of the star product. Of course, as mentioned above, quantizing the variables q, p will result in further terms in the algebra coming from multiple commutators of the operatorsq,p leading to new terms with lower spin on the right hand sides. This, in fact, will be the language used towards the end of the note when discussing the Lagrangian for all spins.
The aim of this paper is to follow the strategy laid out in [23] , that is, gauge the higher spin algebra by introducing a one-form connection A valued in the algebra based on the Poisson bracket and solve the corresponding zero field strength conditions. These . The action we present below resembles this but is, however, given in terms of only the various spin connections and curvature tensors for the higher spin frame fields generalizing the dreibein e µ a , namely e µ a 1 ....an for each spin s = n+1 sector of the full higher spin theory. In other words, the final result is here written in terms of the independent fields e µ a 1 ....an obtained in solving the algebraic subset of equations in F (A) = 0. The aim here is to be brief saving the details for another publication [33] . For the present purposes we need the terms in A with a + b = 2 where all representations are irreducible written in terms of symmetrized and traceless sets of flat SO(1, 2) vector indices ab.... Here the generators are denoted as P, M, D, K (with or without a tilde (see below)) and similarly for the corresponding gauge fields e, ω, b, f . The indices on the generators follow from their explicit form in terms of the classical variables q α and p α :
3) where the (σ b ) factor is replaced by a delta leading to a contracted pair q α p α in some generators, or is just absent if the number of q α s (and p α s) is even. For instance, we have definedP ab (3, 1) =
Note thatP ab (3, 1) is defined to be symmetric but that the tracelessness is due to a Fierz identity. These rules lead to the following content of irreps for the generators: for spin 2 4) and for spin 3
(2.5) As a warm-up we start with the spin two case, following [23] (or [24] ), and solve the zero field strength conditions F = 0 step by step manner as follows. The relevant equations are (where superscripts L(orentz) and D(ilatation) refer to the vector and scalar parts of the (1, 1) sector)
where {ω(1, 1), e(2, 0)
and similarly for the other terms. The symmetry parameters are
Note that from the explicit form of the transformation rules (see [23] ) it follows that we can use Λ a (0, 2) to set the dilatation gauge field to zero: b µ = 0. The remaining parameters then correspond to the symmetries of conformal systems, namely diffeomorphisms, Lorentz and dilatations. The exact relation is, however, non-trivial and only possible to establish on-shell [24] . The equations above then read, with
14)
The first three of these equations are easily solved. The first one is the zero torsion equation giving the spin connection in terms of the dreibein. The second one can be solved with similar methods with the result that f µ a (0, 2) is just one half of the spin 2 Schouten tensor which is constrained to be symmetric as a consequence of the third equation. Thus, the relation to the Schouten tensor is [23] 
and the constraint is thus automatically satisfied. In the spin 3 case a number of much more involved constraints appear and it will take some effort to analyze them. The last equation in the above list is then just the spin 2 Cotton equation which is third order in derivatives. We will find the corresponding exact result for spin 3 below, then in terms of a fifth order field equation. In order to see how this works we now repeat these steps for the spin 3 part of the zero field strength equations. The results will be presented rather compactly here while the details will be given elsewhere [33] .
Spin three
We now turn to the spin three part of the zero field strength equations and the transformation rules for each field. We will utilize these equations in a step by step procedure that hopefully will shed some light on how to repeat this for the higher spins. Looking briefly at spin four and five indicates that the main structure to be spelt out at the end of this note is the same for all spins but the route to get the answer may vary somewhat between different spins. Note that the analysis of this section is in terms of Poisson brackets. The corresponding star bracket results will be discussed in the following section. This section thus completes the results in [23] for spin 3 by obtaining the full spin 2 covariant solution as well as providing a full analysis of the constraints. In [23] it was shown by counting representations at the linear level that the equation F = 0 contains enough information to relate all fields to the spin n + 1 frame fields e µ a 1 ...an but, for instance, the role of the constraints were not discussed.
Using 
The first of these equations gives the transformation rules for the independent spin 3 "dreibein" field while the last equation provides its fifth order spin 3 Cotton-type equation. Apart from setting the field b(1, 1) to zero as we saw above in the spin 2 warm-up, the first equation giving the transformation rule for the spin 3 frame field e µ ab will not be changed. It therefore already at this point indicates which symmetries will be kept intact during the analysis below. These will be discussed further after we have completed the analysis of the whole set of equations. The exercise is now to use the other equations in a way that simplifies the description of the spin-3/spin-2 system and provides a formulation that might help generalizing it to even higher spins.
The main objective is thus to express the field f (0, 4) explicitly in terms of e(4, 0). Although all the above equations have been solved, for the sake of keeping the discussion here short and to the point, we restrict ourselves to the version of these equations where we drop the terms bilinear in covariant tensors. However, to get a feeling for the full theory we present what ultimately will become the full spin 3 Cotton equation
which, as will become clear below, is a rather complicated equation fifth order in derivatives. We see, for instance, that the spin 2 Cotton tensor f µ a appears again but now multiplied by tensors,f µ a andf µ ab , from the spin 3 sector. In the simplified discussion below only the first term in this equation is kept, and similar for the other equations. Note, however, that apart from the derivative terms in the transformation rules and field equations also the terms containing the dreibein are kept since these play a crucial role when solving the system of equations.
As just mentioned, solving for f µ ab (0, 4) as well as for all the other fields explicitly in terms of e µ ab (4, 0) can be done exactly. Our aim now is to explain the structure of the equations and how to solve them. This is best done in the linear approximation (as defined above) to avoid a lot of unnecessary details. In this approximation, and using only tensors which are irreps in the flat indices, the F = 0 equations read 4 20) which are written in a gauge that does not affectb µ but restricts the fields with one flat index as follows:ẽ
These equations also serve the purpose to define the new fields on the right hand side of the last two equations. Using the irrep 3 and 1 parts of the equations F a (3, 1) = 0 to solve forb µ andω and similarly for the 3 and 1 parts of F a (2, 2) = 0 to solve forf µ andf , there are only fields in the 5 left to consider, i.e., f µ ab etc. These latter ones can, however, all be expressed in terms of e µ ab using the equations in the 5, i.e., F ab (4, 0) = 0 etc. The equation F ab (0, 4) = 0 is then the spin 3 Cotton equation. We find that 22) and, as an example, we give the solution forf µ ab obtained fromF ab (2, 2):
The equations that are not yet solved at this point are constraints on the only field remaining in the theory 5 , namely the spin 3 "frame" field e µ ab . These constraints are
where we can drop the last one as an independent constraint since it follows from C3. After some algebra, expressingω µ ab in terms of firstẽ µ ab and then in terms of e µ ab one can verify that C1 is an identity. The same result can be seen to be true for C2. Finally, here we need also to make sure that also C3 is identically satisfied. This can be checked as follows. We start by noting that when expressed in terms ofẽ µ ab , C3 reads :
This equation is, however, an identity once the explicit expression ofẽ µ ab in terms of e µ ab is inserted. Thus, to verify that C3 is an identity it seems necessary to use four levels of the above relations,f ab →ω ab →ẽ ab → e ab , which is rather curious. This shows that the system of equations in the spin 3 case in a rather nice way can be used to express the whole spin 2/spin 3 sector in terms of only two fields, namely the dreibein e µ a and the basic spin 3 field e µ ab . The corresponding metric tensors are of course the symmetric parts of these fields. The gauge symmetries that we have kept intact throughout the analysis are
and
By using the symmetries with parameters Λ a (1, 1) andΛ ab (3, 1) we can restrict the dreibein fields to their symmetric parts. In fact, relative flat space the symmetric (but not traceless) part of these fields, denoted as usual g µν and g µνρ , then transform as 33) which are well-known transformation rules; for the spin 3 generalization of "diffeomorphisms" and "dilatations", see e.g. [34] .
Towards an action formulation for all higher spins
In order to discuss the Lagrangian we now return to the full non-linear equations based on the Poisson bracket. We start by noting that there are many ways to present the Lagrangian depending on how the derivatives are distributed between the fields, e.g., in the kinetic terms. Here we will advocate the use of a particularly symmetric form that generalizes the standard Chern-Simons action often used for both spin 1 and 2. In the language of this note, the spin 2 Chern-Simons like action reads 6
where ω a 1 := ω a (1, 1)(e), that is, the second order form of the SO(1, 2) spin-connection ω 1 = ω a (1, 1)M a (1, 1) discussed in section 2. The addition of spin 3 terms to the action will then force us into the star product formulation as will become clear below. Here the star product will, however, only be used in a perturbative fashion, i.e., by introducing in a stepwise manner higher and higher multi-commutators (which can be viewed as coming from an expansion of [A, B] * ) of Weyl-ordered operators in the quantized variables q α , p α .
The action for the combined conformal spin 2/spin 3 system is naturally given as a direct generalization of the one above for spin 2 by making use of ω(1, 1) and ω(2, 2) expressed in terms of their respective basic spin 2 and spin 3 fields, e µ a and e µ ab . In the corresponding Poincaré case such an action was given in [35] although in a first order formalism contrary to the conformal case discussed here. The action in the Poincaré case reads [35] 
where the dualized curvature R a (ω) = dω a + 1 2 ǫ abc ω b ∧ ω c and Dω ab is written using the Lorentz covariant derivative D = d + ω. The last term puts the theory in AdS 3 (with Λ = − 1 l 2 ) and the sign of the parameter σ (allowed by the Jacobi identity) affects the nature of the gauge group of the Chern-Simons formulation leading to this action: σ > 0 corresponds to SU (1, 2)×SU (1, 2) and σ < 0 to the more familiar case SL(3, R)×SL(3, R).
As we will now argue there is a corresponding action for the conformal theory of the spin 2/spin 3 part of the higher spin system but in a second order formalism. We start this discussion in terms of Poisson brackets. In fact, the action S = S 2 (ω(1, 1)) + S 3 (ω (2, 2) ), (4.3) where the spin 2 term was given above in (4.1) and the spin 3 part reads
captures the (single commutator) Cotton equations for these two values of the spin. Here the coefficient 1 2 gives the spin 3 field a canonically normalized kinetic term but as will become clear below it is also fixed by the interaction term since it contributes to the field equation for ω 1 once the variables q α , p α are quantized and the Poisson bracket is replaced by a star product bracket. The covariant derivative D = d + ω(1, 1) in (4.4) makes the spin 2 Lorentz symmetry manifest and it would be interesting to see if the other symmetries remaining after gauge fixing (see previous sections) can be used to extend the action to higher spins. Note that a cubic term involving threeω ab (2, 2) connections cannot appear. In order to be consistent the action in (4.3) must, however, be viewed as written in a star product formulation as we now explain.
From the algebraic construction of the interaction terms in the previous section we see that since the kinetic termω ab (2, 2)dω ab (2, 2) is in level (4, 4) any interaction term emerging from a single commutator (i.e., the Poisson bracket formulation) will contain fields which together correspond to level (5, 5), i.e., twoω ab (2, 2) fields and one ω a (1,1) . Thus the interaction term isω ab (2, 2)ǫ acd ω c (1, 1)ω b d (2, 2) which then completes the covariant derivative D in (4.4). One should note, however, that the presence of this cubic term in the action (4.4) implies a contribution to the spin 3 Cotton equation which is a single commutator effect (that is, it is part of the Poisson bracket formulation) but its effect in the spin 2 Cotton equation is a triple commutator term whose origin is in the star product formulation. Indeed, the spin 2 equation derived in the previous section did not contain such a term. That it does come from a triple commutator has been verified explicitly.
A direct consequence of the facts just described is that the field equations obtained from solving the algebraic equations in the Poisson bracket formulation of the higher spin theory expressed in terms of the equation F = 0 are not integrable, i.e., they are not compatible with a Lagrangian. Adding the terms needed to make the theory compatible with a Lagrangian seems to be equivalent to introducing the multi-commutators that turns the Poisson bracket into a full star product bracket [A, B] * .
Another way to state this conclusion is as follows: the whole star product Lagrangian seems to be reproduced by writing down a Lagrangian that captures the Poisson bracket sector of the field equations for all spins in the theory. This follows since all star product interaction terms in the action are related to a single commutator term in a field equation for some sufficiently high spin. One example of this is, for instance, the terms of the formω a 1 ...ap (p, p)ǫ a 1 bc ω b (1, 1)ω c a 2 ...ap (p, p) that will appear in the spin 2 field equation for positive integer values of p as a p-commutator effect but as a single commutator in the spin p+1 field equation forω a 1 ...ap (p, p). These are higher spin generalizations of ω a (1, 1) and appear in the generator decomposition at level spin s = n + 1:
..a n−1 (1, 2n − 1) , .... ω a 1 a 2 ...an (n, n),ω a 1 a 2 ...a n−1 (n, n), ...,ω(n, n), .....,ẽ a 1 ...an (2n − 1, 1),ẽ a 1 ...a n−1 (2n − 1, 1), e a 1 ...an (2n, 0). (4.5)
We thus conclude that the following Lagrangian is consistent with the star product in the above sense:
Hereω n =ω a 1 ...anM a 1 ...an (but without tilde for n = 1) and the kinetic terms are normalized in a canonical way. We have also introduced the trace T r(q α p β ) = δ α β which can be generalized to the entire higher spin algebra. The verification of the coefficients appearing in (4.6) involves a cross-check (the term ω 1ω2ω2 ) giving at least some support to the idea that this can be generalized to all higher spins.
To summarize the above discussion we have seen that as higher commutator terms in the star product are taken into account new interaction terms involving higher spin fields appear. This is clear since as soon as we change to quantum operators multi-commutators will arise which reduce the (a, b) level of the interaction term by (1, 1) for each new commutator that is computed. The star product will thus induce new contributions from (almost) all higher spins to any lower spin field equation 7 . We now also understand that these higher commutator terms are necessary for a Lagrangian formulation to exist.
The above observations suggest that the structure of the action for spin 2 and 3 may be generalized to any spin. By using the trace introduced above we obtain unique coefficients for all higher spin terms S s=n+1 ∝ ω a 1 ...an (n, n)dω aa...an (n, n) in the action. The all-spin (s ≥ 2) kinetic part of the action may then be written
where we have defined the 1-formΩ = Σ ∞ n=1 a nωa 1 ..anM a 1 ...an where all fieldsω a 1 ..an are assumed to be expressed in terms of the corresponding higher spin 1-forms e a 1 ..an . The assumption made here is thus that the spin s = n + 1 "connection" 1-formω a 1 ..an , which is symmetric and traceless in a 1 ...a n , can be expressed in terms of the spin s hyper-dreibein (or frame field) e µ a 1 ...an and that all other fields can be solved for and the constraints shown to be identities as done for spin 2 and 3 above. This discussion is an explicit realization of the application of higher spin σ − cohomology to the conformal theory in three dimensions as described in [1] 8 . For some properties of the trace relevant in our context of the star product, see, e.g., [39] .
Adding the interaction terms to the kinetic all-spin action in (4.7) is an intricate problem. This action captures the whole kinetic term part of the higher spin theory based on the Poisson bracket and, for reasons given above, also a number of star product terms when it is made spin 2 Lorentz covariant. We can then use it as the starting point for the construction of a consistent Lagrangian theory coming from the star product by adding the effects of the remaining interaction terms that arise in the Poisson theory: starting from spin four the field equations will contain new interaction terms not involving ω 1 giving new terms in the action. The terms we have in mind here are terms like the last one in S 4 = (ω 3 dω 3 +ω 3 ω 1ω3 +ω 3ω2ω2 ) where we have writtenω 3 instead of the top irrep ofω (3, 3) etc. The main constraining factors are now the dimensionality of the tensors used to construct the interaction terms (the 1-formω n is dimensionless for all n) and the properties of the set of flat indices a 1 a 2 ....a n (being symmetric and traceless).
An action for all spins that contains the terms mentioned above may then be written 9
where the multi-commutator formulation used here corresponds to a star product although this is not explicitly indicated by the notation. The coefficients in (4.8) have been determined by checking a small number of terms and it would be interesting to see if a more general set of terms follow the same pattern. One may note the similarity between the field equations derivable from this all-spin action and the set of field equations forω n in the star product equation F = 0 although in reality they are extremely different. It would be rather remarkable if the action (4.8) captures the complete conformal higher spin theory. The main assumption is then that once the kinetic terms are written down in terms of the HS spin connections (which can always be done) the interaction terms do not need any of the other fields in the spin s = n + 1 sequences (4.5) in order to describe the entire star product higher spin theory. However, should that not be the case then (4.8) may correspond to a subsector 10 of the full Lagrangian which can be completed by reanalyzing the field equations coming from solving F = 0 after including higher terms in the star product and comparing them to the field equations from the action proposed here. Clearly such terms are present, as for instance the triple commutator term in the following M a equation of the spin 2 Cotton system
8 This analysis may be compared to one of the four-dimensional super-higher spin theory carried out in [36, 37] , see also [38] and referencies therein. The fields of the AdS Vasiliev-type theory discussed there are divided into those that can be set to zero by gauge transformations, those that can be solved for and the rest constituting the physical fields. However, the field equations are quite different from the conformal ones we are dealing with here and those systems do not seem to contain the same type of constraints as in our case. 9 The introduction of the coefficients an inΩ means that the few terms discussed in this paper do not provide any non-trivial cross checks on this form of the action. 10 We are not assuming that this subsector constitutes a consistent truncation of the whole theory.
where terms not involving explicit spin connections can also occur, e.g.,ẽ(n, 1)f (1, n)| M a . However, if this actually means that such terms should be added also to the HS action in (4.8) is not clear. A similar strategy can be adopted when we now turn to the problem of coupling this theory for spin 2, 3, 4... to matter in the form of scalars. As we will see below the classical formulation in terms of Poisson brackets leads immediately to problems and must be amended by star product corrections. Here we will find that instead of the spin connectionsω(n, n) it is the fields in the level just above them, namelyf (n − 1, n + 1) in the spin one representation, that appear naturally.
The coupling of higher spins to scalar matter
Compared to the discussion in the previous section the coupling to scalar and/or spinor fields is an entirely different problem which requires unfolding techniques well-known from Vasiliev-type constructions of interacting higher spin systems in AdS as well as from higher spin theories with conformal symmetry [40, 41] . Unfolding in the context of the above Poisson bracket formulation is straightforward 11 and leads (almost) directly to field equations for the matter fields that are (spin 2) covariant under the higher spin algebra in the sense of the previous section. However, imposing DΦ(x; p, q) = 0 does not produce the conformal coupling term appearing in the conformal scalar field equation φ(x) − wheref =f µ µ (1, 3) has appeared in analogy with the second term that comes from the trace of the Schouten tensor f µ a (0, 2). Note that it is not the spin 3 tensor f µ ab (0, 4) (which perhaps should be called the spin 3 Schouten tensor) that appears here but instead a tensor from the level below:f µ a (1, 3) . It has the correct dimension and a non-zero trace in the full non-linear solution of the system. From the complete analysis 14 we know that
11 One has, however, to define the dilatation operator to have a specific eigenvalue on the representation used for the scalar field. The fact that quantization is the obvious way to obtain this eigenvalue indicates that one must eventually take the whole star product into account as in Vasiliev-type constructions. In the context of W-algebras quantization was performed in [43] , see also [44, 45] . For a more recent discussion in three dimensions, see [46] .
12 E.g., all factors of "i" cancel out which requires adopting the expansion A = −ieaP a + ... as familiar from the star product formulation. 13 For unfolding to work the untraced version of this equation must contain the symmetric and traceless field φµν in the master field Φ. This is easily seen to be the case.
14 Complete expressions for these tensor fields are easily obtained and will be presented elsewhere.
where on the right hand side we recognize the spin 2 Schouten tensor and the spin 3 field e µ ab (1, 3) which is expressed in terms of the basic spin 3 field e µ ab (0, 4) as follows 15
The new spin 3 term in (5.1) has its origin in the fact that the Weyl ordered form of the generatorK a (1, 3) gives K a (0, 2) when acting on the vacuum state, a fact that should generalize directly to higher spins. At this point one has to address the issue of back reaction that is solved for theories in AdS by Vasiliev's construction of the interaction terms in the field strength equation (see, i.e., [38, 42] and references therein). However, this kind of solution is not available in this conformal theory (see, e.g., the discussion in [1] ). In the non-linear and covariant formulation used here the action will contain the following terms for spin 2 and 3 coupled to the scalar field:
There is, of course, no new insight provided by writing down this part of the action unless it helps in generalizing it to higher spins. One immediate observation is, however, that the field(s) in the general spin s sequence (4.5) that will appear in this action coupled to φ 2 belong(s) to the level just above the corresponding spin connection. To gain further insight one could try to implement the higher spin symmetries that are still manifest after gauge fixing or use covariant Noether techniques of the kind successfully employed recently in a similar context namely topologically gauged M 2 brane-like matter systems [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Alternatively one could just compute further terms in the spirit of the previous sections. If any of these approaches will provide a fruitful way forward remains to be seen, however. Even more challenging is perhaps the issue of consistency of the star product theory including the scalar field. In fact, it seems not to be known how to construct such an interacting theory from first principles.
Conclusions
In this note we aim at developing a fully non-linear spin 2 covariant formulation based on a higher spin algebra that approximates the star product commutator by the first term, the Poisson bracket or the single commutator after quantization. One can then hope to in a systematic way introduce the effects of multi-commutators in the Lagrangian and retrieve the full star product formulation. In this note we propose to start from an action for the kinetic terms constructed in terms of the generalized spin s = n + 1 connectionsω n :=ω a 1 ...an (n, n) which is symmetric and traceless in the indices and expressed solely in terms of the corresponding frame field e a 1 ...an . This can always be done since it just amounts to a symmetric distribution of the derivatives in the case of the kinetic term. The procedure is then to add to the action the interaction terms generated by the Poisson higher spin algebra thereby also introducing a set of multi-commutator terms into the Lagrangian formulation of the theory. As discussed previously in this note, for each spin s field equation the new interaction terms involve higher and higher spin fields for each new multi-commutator that is taken into account. The final form of the field equations are then written in terms of star products which is an integrable set of equations, i.e., they are compatible with a Lagrangian formulation which is not the case for the field equations in the Poisson bracket formulation. Specific examples that support this picture are discussed in detail. Also the coupling to scalars can be obtained in a consistent fashion including back-reaction on the higher spins through the use of the Lagrangian as discussed in the previous section. In these scalar field coupling terms we found that it is not the spin connections themselves that appear naturally but rather fields one level higher in the spin sequences (4.5), namely for each spin s = n + 1 one of the fields denotedf (n − 1, n + 1).
The virtue of this procedure is that it introduces couplings among higher spin fields expressed in terms their associated spin 2 covariant tensors and that interaction terms of particular interest may be constructed without deriving the whole Lagrangian. This way sums over all spins may be obtainable for certain kinds of terms and used to derive all-spin effects like, e.g., the total Weyl anomaly that has been computed in recent works by Giombi et al [13] and by Tseytlin [15] . It is an interesting fact that these anomalies turn out to cancel in certain cases (dimensions). In the context of W-algebras in two dimensions such cancelations were found already in [44] , see also [45, 47] .
There are a number of key issues that must be addressed before the usefulness of this approach can be assessed. The most crucial ones are to check whether other fields than theω(e):s appear in the interaction terms and if the coupling to scalar fields can be set up in a way that produces a completely consistent star product theory in the end. Assuming that this conformal higher spin theory coupled to scalars does exist, implementing supersymmetry in a manner similar to [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] for the topologically gauged (i.e., coupled to superconformal gravity) models would then be an interesting next step. If the new φ 6 interaction terms for the scalar fields found in these papers survive the coupling to higher spins than 2 then the breaking of conformal symmetries found in [18] and discussed in detail in [19] (see also [21, 22] ) might have interesting implications also for the higher spins.
Another important issue is the connection of a conformal higher spin theory in three dimensions to some Vasiliev type theory on AdS 4 . To produce the conformal higher spin theory studied here as a boundary theory one has to impose Neumann boundary conditions on gauge fields in AdS 4 as emphasized for spin 2 in [17] and for higher spins in [14] (and somewhat indirectly in [17] ). In [1] Vasiliev actually demonstrates that the AdS/CF T correspondence 16 is a natural consequence of unfolding. Thus we would like to express the SO(2, 3) higher spin algebra discussed in this note and written in terms of variables relevant for CF T 3 (i.e., the q α , p α ) also in terms of variables relevant for the symmetries of 
